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On Time:

The essence and Nature of the idea of Time

------------------
1. Idea of Time
------------------

------------------
2. Representation of the Idea of Time
------------------

------------------
3. Objective Instance of Time
------------------

Obejcitve / 
Real-world 
Observation 
of Existing 
Implementation 
of Time



Word learning task (15 words)
Encoding
Alive/not alive?  First letter open/closed?
Deep encoding  Shallow encoding

How does the nervous system learn to compensate for  
such destabilizing dynamics, and what are the benefits of  
the newly learned control policies?

Experimental apparatus. Fish swam in a multi-speed  
flow tank with two horizontal lights projected

August 11, 1999. 10:00
Found Ježić lying in the back corner — rather unusual for her.
She looked half puffed up. 
She was calm and had that cuddly look on her face.
When she moved, she moved slowly and gently.
And she looked at me several times in the way that made me  
feel she was trying to tell me something.

I do not see anything but water drops on the intake screen.
But, some of those drops look different.
I take a closer look under another light.
Sure enough, some of those drops are actually tiny clear translucent eggs. 
I was surprised by how tiny they were.
Then I grabbed a strainer and started skimming the surface.
All the info I had said that the porcupine eggs float on the surface.
Yet, I did not see any floating on the surface.

23:45
Tedious work, does not look like I am going to finish anytime soon.

10.1.4 Disturbances in Fish Refuge Tracking Task



A/B d hh:mm % Full % Vis Tide

1 30 18:51 3% 6% New

1 2 17:02 13% 26% New

1 3 23:04 82% 65% Neap 3

1 1 14:56 91% 81% Full

0 2 03:42 89% 77% Full

1 5 14:20 24% 47% Neap 1 Failed (F)

1 31 00:38 96% 93% Full

0 31 04:38 4% 9% New

1 6 09:50 74% 47% Neap 3 Failed (F)

1 3 21:23 83% 65% Neap 3 Failed (X)

0 31 17:44 94% 88% Full

0 1 05:33 92% 84% Full

0 5 16:43 76% 52% Neap 1

0 1 01:57 7% 15% New

1 5 00:00 79% 57% Neap 1

1 31 05:18 4% 9% New

Spawn Nearest major lunar phase Diff-Moon Moon Nearest Notes

Diodon holocanthus in captivity and lunar cycles

Date (Local) Date (UTC) Date (local) %

1999/08/11 22:00 1999/08/11 11:09 34921d 3h 9m 0%

2001/06/24 21:00 2001/06/21 11:58 35601d 3h 58m 0%

2001/08/08 21:00 2001/08/04 05:56 35644d 21h 56m 100%

2001/10/04 20:45 2001/10/02 13:49 35704d 5h 49m 100%

2002/07/20 21:25 2002/07/24 09:07 35999d 1h 7m 100%

2002/09/13 09:30 2002/09/07 03:10 36043d 19h 10m 0%

2003/10/10 23:45 2003/10/10 07:07 36441d 23h 7m 100%

2003/12/21 21:05 2003/12/23 09:43 36516d 1h 43m 0%

2004/01/14 17:30 2004/01/07 15:40 36531d 7h 40m 0s 0ms 100%

2004/02/10 22:10 2004/02/06 08:47 36561d 0h 47m 100%

2004/03/04 21:30 2004/03/06 23:14 36590d 15h 14m 100%

2004/04/02 21:30 2004/04/05 11:03 36620d 3h 3m 100%

2004/04/27 20:50 2004/05/04 20:33 36649d 13h 33m 0s 0ms 100%

2004/05/16 19:55 2004/05/19 04:52 36663d 21h 52m 0%

2004/06/08 21:20 2004/06/03 04:20 36678d 21h 20m 100%

2004/08/16 23:42 2004/08/16 01:24 36752d 18h 24m 0%



Empty String
Stop/end symbol
External action
Internal action
(Internal) Time

5/26 No interest in food
5/27 Did not even touch a mussel, looked at it  
 and swam away.
5/28 Had a small bit of an oyster
5/29 No interest in food
5/30 Had a small bit of an oyster
5/31 Did not even touch a mussel, looked at it  
 and swam away.
6/1 Pecked at an oyster once at the shell but  
 did not eat any.
6/2 No interest in food
6/3 No interest in food
6/4 No interest in food
6/5 No interest in food
6/6 No interest in food
6/7 No interest in food
6/8 No interest in food
6/9 No interest in food
6/10 No interest in food
6/11 No interest in food
6/12 No interest in food
6/13 No interest in food
6/14 No interest in food
6/15 Pecked at an oyster once, swam away, splashed,  
 zoomed around disturbed.
6/16 No interest in food
6/17 No interest in food
6/18 No interest in food
6/18 Asked for food in the AM; Had a bit of shrimp  
 and 1/2 oyster; Did not want to eat 1/2 oyester 
 in the PM.
6/19 Had 1/2 small mussel in the AM.

(External) states
(External) Time
Element of finite alphabet

Figure 7: Convergence process for DreamBooth applied to an example concept



August 12, 1999. 12:00
Stirred up the eggs 4 to 5 times in each tank throughout the day.

Turned on the light above tank 2 (one 15W fluorescent lamp).
Set the light timer to 12:00 to 19:00.

August 13, 1999. 13:00
Cleaned pumps and skimmer in the spawning tank.
Placed eggs collected from screens (about 100) to tanks 1 and 3.

Upon restarting pumps, many eggs that apparently had been  
settled on the sand in the spawning tank went into suspension.
It is too late to return the angels back now. I hope that at least  
they will enjoy the nutritious food for many days.

20:00
Turned off the pumps in tanks 1 and 2 and replaced them  
with air-stones.
Most eggs go into suspension (floating around the tank).
Some (mostly in tank 2) settled near the surface.

Thus, say, space is not apparently without a shape, and  
time apparently is not unchangeable. But, it is hard to  
imagine something unknown except in frames, terms of  
the known. Because of this, our every attempt to create a  
picture of Universe before time or outside of boundaries 
of space confronts us with, literally, unimaginable.

Enumerate candidates
 <animal, cat, vertrbrate>
 <vertebrate, cat, tiger>
 <vertebrate, cat, siamese cat>
 <animal, insect, NONE>

Snow-covered mountains
Butterflies on flowers
People shopping in a mall
Elephants in the savannah
Birds flying in the sky
Boats in a marina
Tulips in a garden

Fish in an aquarium

Books on a shelf
Grapes in a bowl

Motorcycles on a street

Cows grazing in a field

Babies in cribs
Hot air balloons in the air

Penguins in the snow

Desert sand dunes
Bees on flowers
People dining in a restaurant
Giraffes in the savannah
Airplanes flying in the sky
Cars in a parking lot
Roses in a garden

Turtles in an aquarium

Plants on a shelf
Apples in a bowl

Bicycles on a street

Sheep grazing in a field

Babies in strollers
Kites in the air

Seals in the snow



22:00
Tank 1:
Sample: 3 eggs.
– All 3 breathing regularly.
– 1 also moving the tail section.
– The number of tiny yolks inside eggs between 4 and 8.
– Body size: about the same as at 10:00. Extending over  
 slightly more than half  the egg’s circumference.

Tank 2:
Sample: 17 eggs (in 4 clusters)
– 14 breathing,
– 3 not sure/not readily visible
– Several moving the tail section.
– The number of tiny yolks inside eggs between 4 and 8.
– Body size: about the same as at 10:00. Extending over  
 slightly more than half  the egg’s circumference.

Tank 3:
Sample: 4 eggs.  
They appear to be smaller than the ones from tanks 1 and 2. (unless 
I accidentally moved the scope magnification dial.)
– 3 breathing, 2 of them rapidly
– 1 not sure/not visible
– Body size: about the same as at 10:00.

Added 1 capsule (250mg) of a wide spectrum anti-fungal/anti- 
bacterial “NeoSulfex” (active ingredients: Neomycin, Sulfate,  
Sodium Lauryl Sulfate and Sulfas: methazine, diazine, thiazole  
& merazine) hoping this might help the troubled population.
Turned on the canister pump.

Stirred up the bottom of all three tanks to send the settled egg  
clusters from the tank bottom into suspension, hoping to help  
the living ones stuck with undeveloped eggs.



The absolute space and time are erased, and the seemingly concrete 
matter which we “feel” with our senses is dissolved into unreal 
forms of vibrating quantum energy. Fields and particles, space-time 
and forces, mind and matter, everything is now woven into strange 
forms completely alien to our experience. Many of the ghostly and 
abstract conceptions introduced by the new physics have plucked 
the same string as those connected with mystical beliefs. The 
widely held belief  that precisely in the laws of physics is hidden 
the enigma of the sense and purpose of our world, suggests to us an 
unavoidable mystical epilogue of the physics and cosmology. 

According to this controversial hypothesis, the picture of reality 
appears even more unusual than the quantum one: the universe  
is presented as one huge multi-dimensional hologram which exists 
outside of space and time. 

This theory opens the possibility that the science, too, will  
perhaps one day confirm the reality of extra-sensory phenomena 
and return from the oblivion one distant windswept past —  
for the past, the present and the future coexist outside of time  
in a holographic universe.

This explanation is based on the known property of holograms:  
in the structure of the hologram (a three-dimensional laser picture), 
every point contains information about luminosity of every other 
point (information about the complete holographic scene is  
woven into every part of the film). This means that in a hologram,  
a complete three-dimensional picture can be obtained by  
illuminating only one small part of the holographic recording.

For, we do not “feel” that which is very big or very small (such  
as the curvature of space, elongation of time, movement of  
particles, etc.)  And because of that, when we speak about, for 
 example, atoms, we can use our language only as in poetry.



Constructing nonhuman animal emotion:

GeneratedPrompts

Figure 12. Failure Cases. This figure illustrates seven examples of failure cases: (1) Task confusion: the model interprets the counting task
as style transfer, resulting in a pear-shaped apple. (2) Task entanglement: the model perceives the prompt as high frequencies from the
entire image, rather than just from some parts of image (objects). (3) Wrong instance: the model correctly identifies rotation but mistakenly
generates a brush instead of a manta. (4) Outlier detection versus generation: rather than detecting an outlier, the model directly generates
it. (5) Digits: the model fails to represents digit sequences. (6) Tokenizer: poor performance with some out-of-distribution synthetic data
generation (wrong background). (7) Sequence degeneration: sometimes frame predictions go astray.

Prompts Generated

Figure 13. “Sparks of AGI?” We prompt LVM with a masked reasoning visual sentence to infer the solution for non-verbal reasoning
questions which are prevalent in IQ tests (masked image, second from the right). We find that the model often infers and applies the abstract
visual pattern correctly. So, we graciously hand over to you, our gentle reader, the task of pondering whether our modest LVM also exhibits
the much-vaunted ‘Sparks of AGI’.

IQ tests (Raven’s Progressive Matrices [67]). With consider-
able squinting, one could imagine the LVM having a latent
ability for grasping abstract visual patterns and applying the
grasped pattern to extrapolate the shown visual sequence.
This exciting result warrants further study.

6. Limitations
Figure 12 shows some typical failure cases of the current
model. One common element, the use of visual prompt to
define a task is often under-constrained (more so than in
language, since images are very high-dimensional), or the
requested task might be beyond the capabilities of the current
system. Other, more mundane failures involve issues with
the tokenizer and lack of high-quality video training data.

Limited computing resources placed severe constraints
that prevented us from exploring a range of intriguing prob-
lems, including the impact of different data sets and detailed

ablation studies. It is important to note that, despite this be-
ing one of the biggest vision models to date, it is still rather
small in comparison with modern Large Language Models.
Therefore, the question of emergence and true generaliza-
tion in Large Vision Models remains wide open and ripe for
further study.
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Abnormal behavioral episodes in an octopus

Figure 1. Images of Octopus insularis in the different quiescent states defined in Table
1, described by Medeiros et al. (2021).
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On the other side, every being and every thing (and even that  
which appears still) is constantly moving, with a goal or without  
it — through the time dimension. Though the possibility of  
communications with other worlds is uncertain, we are equally 
attracted to imagining communications with this our world —  
in some other times, future or past. 

At this distance (for a star of the Sun’s mass, that is the radius  
of around 3 km), time begins to stretch into eternity. If we  
observed an astronaut approaching the event horizon, it would 
appear to us that he is moving slower and slower, until he finally 
completely stops. It is possible that we would never notice when  
he crossed that fateful boundary. However, from the view of the 
astronaut, everything would be all right (except that strong  
gravitational forces are rather uncomfortable): he keeps  
accelerating more and more, crosses the event horizon, and soon  
(a 6-millionth fraction of a second later) he meets singularity — 
and ceases to exist.

To deliberate, remember; to anticipate, forget:

Details of this exceptional experience would, regrettably, for us  
remain a secret forever, because the astronaut could never  
return into the time from which he departed.

We remember the past, but do not remember the future.  

The majority of cosmologists today consider that our cosmos  
is forever separated from other worlds (general universe)  
by the “relativistic horizon”, and that therefore we will never  
be able to ascertain whether anything whatsoever exists  
outside of our cosmos.



Actually, an image reconstructed this way looks somewhat less 
clear than the complete recording. However, if we compare a 
hologram to an “ordinary” photograph from a family album, where 
cutting the picture causes, say, separation of a cheerfully embraced 
group — the difference is fantastic. 

In the same way, inside the “hidden order” (as distinguished from 
the explicit order which is observed in the “ordinary” space and 
time), everything is connected with everything else and, in a  
certain sense, the universe of the hidden order reminds of some 
kind of a super-dictionary in which the definition of every word 
contains also a definition of every other word in the dictionary. 

August 11, 1999. 17:15
As I was ready to give up and start disassembling all the  
rockwork, I get lucky.
 
The Flame angel jumps out of the tank.

It took me a while to find him, but it was much easier to fish  
him out from the carpet than from the tank. 



August 13, 1999. 24:20
Yet another violent chase.
I use the otherwise useless night-vision camera to calm them down.
Well, at least the camera helps me find things in dark.
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